
Wipro - June 2006 - Technical Section

Technical Section:

1.      what is the most commonly used display device in monitors. (CRT).

2.      main()

{

    int i=6720,j=4;

    while(i%j= =0)

   {

       i=i/j;

       j=j+1;

   }

}

    j  at the end of the loop. (9);

3.      What is the output of the program

4.      # define Max( if (x&lt;y), printf(�x is greater than y))else;

  main()

  {

    int x,y;

   if (x&lt;y)

      Max(x,y);

   else

      printf( � x is not greater than y�);

      }

( Iam not sure about the Q, but the ans is compile time error);

5.          ( *((a+2)+1) . Iam not sure about the ans).

6.      what is wrong about stacks ( Ans is � Stack is referred to as fifo�);

7.      In worst case Quick sort becomes which sort (Bouble sort)

8.      one Q on the conversion of infix to prefix expression like ((A-B)*(C+D))/(F-G)

Sorry friends I remember this many Q only because I belongs to ECE branch. But some Q on unix commands(3), DBMS(2), 
Memory mgt(2), cpp(1), java(1), harddisk(1);

That�s it friends .  There is cutoff for each section. Verbal(7 to 9), Aptitude( 8), technical(9);

Total no of students attended for the interview were 305 and the no of students cleared the written are 145;

Technical Interview:

    8 P.M.. The technical interview was very cool and friendly and he made me to feel free. But you must express your 
views confidently.

He never expect any technical skill from u . He just see your communication skills and your confidence. And at the 
same time you must perfect with ururur favorite sub and C. The Q I faced are as follows.

·         What is the purpose of C

·         What is pointer

·         What is the difference b/w structure and union

·         About my mini project and about my paper presentation

·         What is DSP( my core subj) applications of DSP

·         What are ASICs, EX of ASIC.

·         Draw a flowchat of activities about what had you done from the morning of that day.

After completion of TI he will give u application form and told u to go to the HR.  

HR Interview:

               ur confidence level.

1.      ur name.I talked 2min about my name

2.      about my hobbies

3.      Why should we hire u.

That�s it friends.  ur interest towards the job.
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